Spartans To Greet Hawaiians Today
Double Rally For Kanaka
Gridders Is Highlight Of
Spectacular City Welcome
American Theater Program Turns Collegiate
As Campus Entertainers Sing And Dance
In Special Feature Of Amateur Night
COTTRELL TO ADDRESS ASSEMBLY
Members Of Island Eleven Will Be Introduced
Individually In Morris Dailey Today;
Parade Thru Business District To Follow
VOLUME 24

To welcome the McKinley Micks
A theater thrown wide offers the
enthus- latest in football rallies. as State
frm Honolulu
iasm
for the big
andgame
arouseSaturday and McKinley football stars are
introduced to local fans from be1:4Ststsairiabrlm:siTrid: hind the footlights of the American
theater Thursday night.
by
Featuring San Jose State and
morninyg
this bells.
the Its Hawaiian visitors in their weekringing of three
7
ly Opportunity Parale, the manBAND ESCORT
agement will turn over a portion of
in
Upon
deco
thetheir
visitors
will be
arrival
by the evening’s program to colSanmet
FranCraft Will Be Tested
a San Jose delegation and will lege performers.
AMATEURS TURN PRO
come here by car immediately.
At Oakland Airport
PianistAwardedHonor ’ They will be greeted on their arSuch well-known campus enterFor
License
’, rival at the campus by the college tainers at that uproarious team,
By Paris Academy,
i band, which will escort them to DeWitt Portal and Hill Sweeney,
Major and minor adjutments
French Legion
1Morris Dailey, according to plans of Spardi Gras fame, melodious
were made on the Aviation departmade by the rally committee under Mary Jane Hoey, and football
ment’s Travel Air biplane when it
the chairmanship of Joyce Grime- crooners Bert Watson and Joe
took to the air yesterday afterJose Iturbi was a child prodigy. ley.
Rapose will appear on the seven
noon for its second test flight.
Iturbi, who is the second guest
Assemblyman C. C. Cottrell will o’clock stage show.
The adjustment of the wings, of the concert series to appear beThe two teams make their bows
officially welcome the Island group
which were wing heavy during the fore a San Jose audience on Jansquad at the general assembly at nine o’clock, following the regfirst flight, was made. The correc- luery 23. knew early the growing
here, which will be held at about ular double bill, "Woman Wanted"
tion of this fault, according to Mr. ’pains of a public life.
1130 if the arranged schedule
Frank Peterson, head of the AviThis talented
Spaniard
was works out.
SPEARS SELL TICKETS
ation department, now enables the studying, teaching pupils three
and,
Spartan Spears vv,:l sell tickTEAMS INTRODUCED
plane to have a greater rate of I four times his age, and giving ,
ets (script) for the Theater
The members of both football
climb and more stability,
concerts at the age of seven be- teams will be seated on the stage
rally all day today in the quad.
APPEARANCE IMPROVED
fore amazed. excited Spanish audi- throughout the rally and will be
I
Now that the plane is in good ences.
(Continued on Page Four.)
and "The Man Who Knew Too
flying condition, work is being
PARIS GRADUATE
Much."
started to add to the appearance of
At seventeen he was graduated
Also on the two stage shows
the machine. A new cowling and with first honors from the ConSpears To
will be Eddie La Montagne, former
prop spinner have been placed on servatory of Paris.
San Jose boy, now featured KFRC
the biplane, and the work will conDuring a lean period at the beorchestra leader and scout for untinue until the Travel air looks ginning of his career, Iturbi was
discovered radio material.
like new, Mr. Peterson stated.
offered a faculty position at the
A donation to the San Jose
Leis of gold and white and gold State
The latter part of this week, the Conservatory of Geneva. This poathletic fund will be made
and purple will be sold by Spar- by
plane will be flown to the Oakland sition was once held by Liszt.
the American theater managetan
Spears
at
ten
cents
apiece
at
airport where it will be tested for
LEGION OF HONOR CROSS
ment in acknowledgement of the
Iturbi has recently been decor- the Hawaii-State game Saturday, college participation in the prothe Department of Commerce licit
was
decided
at
a
meeting
held
ense for aircraft. With the license, ated by the French government
gram.
Tuesday night in room thirty(Continued on page four)
the plane can carry passengers.
Student tickets for the entire
seven.
evening’s entertainment will be
The proceeds of the sale will go sold on the campus for 25 cents,
towards any deficit in gate re- according to Jack Gruber, chairceipts: any surplus will be con- man of the ticket sales committee
*
*
*
*
*
*
tributed to the student emergency
Enthusiasts
Football
Are
And Old
fund, according to Alice Wilson
Spartan Spear president.
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"El TORO" STAFFMEN Adjustments To JOSE ITURBI, CONCERT’iFinzii ,szeigenert;:eiasl:
Will Give
LK THAT STUDENTS Wings
SERIES ARTIST WAS
Plane Stability.
ENO CONTRIBUTIONS
CHILD MUT PRONGY
Many Jokes In Already
But Editors Ask For

Laugh Deluge
The first issue of Sparta’s latest
innovation, "El Toro’, is already
well upon its way to publication,
report the editors of the recent
bovinish addition to the publications group, as contributions roll in
daily from the student body at
large.
"Yes," says Jewel Spangler, editor-in-chief, "’The Bull’ is beginning to fret at the ring in his
nose, so to speak, as staffmen attempt to restrain his over-bodaci0US actions."
SCRIBBLE BRAINSTORM
Everybody, students, faculty, or
anybody connected with the college
is urged to scribble out his pet
little brainstorm and insert it in
the contribution box just inside
the Publications office door for the
Football number scheduled to appear November 4. That the first
edition will commemorate football
does not necessarily mean though
(Continued on page four)

Sell Leis
Saturday, Help Pay
Expenses Of Game

Superintendent Of Schools Gives Dope
*
Hawaiians,
*

*

Young

No Dorn, Caused By Lack Of Material
(Editor’s note: The following art"Proc" Klum, University of Ha- ous good turf fields and on every
icle was written specially for the wail coach has a constant supply one you see a football game. Here
Where ,
is where you see barefoot football.
Spartan Daily by Mr. Walter Bach- of players coming to him.
itoes he get them? First is the
rodt, San Jose Superintendent of
Passes abound. It’s hard, rough
McKinley School that is going to !
football with lots of ball handling,
schools.)
students
3300
its
Statewith
play
BY WALTER L. BACHRODT
and it builds up football players.
and Junior College Department
"BAREFOOT" GRADS
Last January when I returned it always has superb teams. I did
from the Hawaiian
When McKinley plays State they
Islands every not see McKinley play as they were
football fan that I met asked me
all wear shoes, but it will be a
playing in Southern California at will
certainty that 90 per cent of the
"What was the matter with Calthe time. However. I was there
will be graduates of the
ifornia?" My answer
at that time when three thousand howling en- players
Leagues". During the
waa and still is:
"Barefoot
home
them
that there was thusiasts welcomed
of California-Hawaii
nothing the matter
with California. even though they had been defeated University
The facts are that
one of the half backs had a
Kamehameha, St. Mary’s and game,
the Hawaiian
Islanders are football
time getting started and the
crazy and , other junior college teams furnish hard
Play an unusually high
bleachers took up a chant--"Take
type game. I the build up.
I watched
off your shoes, take off your shoes
the Cal team beaten 1
These teams are all well drilled.
twice by well
drilled, clever tricky well equipped, well coached, but’ etc."
teams that featured forward passes
San Jose will get its money’s
down underneath are the football
School
and quick
breaking plays. When a , crazy youngsters. San Jose had 90 worth. Out of this McKinley
team on its
many Orientals
own 30 yard line, 4th ,I ball teams playing this year. Hon- of 3300 that has so
down and 7
call it the Unito go pulls an end olulu has 110 teams playing foot- that they joshingly
will come a team
around back
of the punter you ball --Club teams, firm teams, kid versity of Tokio
realize they have
played football for years
nerve and plenty teams, just anyklnd of teams. Hon- I that has
of imagination.
rather throw the footwould
and
summer
perpetual
!olulu with its
with it.
run
than
ball
SOURCE OF PLAYERS
numerand its heavy rainfall has

McClellan’s Band
To Play For Hop

Glenys Bodkin and Marion Ruge,
in conjuction with Bob Doerr and
Bob Schnabel, Spartan Knights,
were appointed to take charge of
Two hours of dancing to the
plans for the Spartan Spear Spar- rhythms of Bill McClellan’s or, tan Knight party to take place chestra
will be offered the student
on November 8.
body at the first afternoon dance
Two new members, Frances of the quarter tomorrow from 3:30
Churin and June Hanley were to 5:30 in the women’s gymnasium.
voted into Spartan Spears and will
Because of numerous requests to
be initiated on November 5.
have the dance begin and end an
hour later, the student affairs committee has announced the new
hours for this hop, according to
Paul Becker, social affairs chairman.
To discuss plans for a dance this
The joint announcement that
quarter, the junior class will hold stags are welcome as usual and
, a short meeting this morning at that the former low admission
11 o’clock in Room 1 of the price of 10 cents per person has
Home Economics building.
been retained are two of the feaAnnouncement of the chairman, tures which are expected to atappointing of committees and dis- tract a large crowd.
Bill McClelia.n’s orchestra is the
cussion of plans for the affair will
be the main business of the meet- newest on the campus, and won
ing, which will be adjourned early such popular acclaim at the Tessa so that all juniors may attend the man Party that it has been chosen
general assembly to welcome the to play for the initial afternoon
McKinley Hawaiian football team. , hop.

THIRD YEARMEN TO MEET
TODAY TO PLAN DANCE
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The paths across the campus are
tethall I.. Mrse AMR becoming fairly well defined again.
Those paths are made by outsiders,
COPY EDITOR
EDITOR
of course, not students, but during
Helen Rector
Dolores Preitas
the summer vacation they largely
ASSISTANT EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
fall into disuse, and have to be laid
Louis Walther
Steve Murdock
out again when the term opens.
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
Only a few days ago I saw memjack Reynolds
Charles Leong
bers of the engineering class out on
Feature Staff
the south lawn surveying the prosnet.. Vickers, editor
pective course of a new path to
Charles Leong, Randolph Fitts, Raymond Wallace, Rudolph Engles, Jena* Allard.
extend from the gate by the woCartoonist, John Knight
Artist, Michael Angelo men’s gym to the southern entrance of the language building.
Special Contributor, Dr. T. W. Macquarrie
One is most sorely needed in
Sports Staff
News Editors
that location, and it is to be hoped
Monday, Jewel Spangler
Gil Bishop
that the project will go through
Dick Bertrandlas
Tuesday, Dick Eiertrandias
with all speed.
Dick Bdmonds
Wednesday, Orrin Matheny
In the past there has been a
Thursday, Lela O’Connell
Gene Gear
good deal of complaint about the
Friday, Frank Brayton
Circulation
unsightliness of these paths, and
Business Staff
Horace Person, Jr.
measures have been taken to do
Francis Cauhape
Burton Abbott
away with them. Benches were
Don Walker
Copy Desk
placed across them for a Ume,
Velma GlIardin
Ellen Steven
until it was seen that some of the
Women’s Desk
Ora Lindquist
path -walkers were pretty good
Catherine Gunn, editor
Walter Peterson
hurdlers, and were developing their
Muriel Hood, Society
Frank Brayton
form by leaping the benches. Then
Lek O’Connell, Wom.’s Spta.
Richard Lucky
short, portable fences, too lofty for
Eugene Gear
Reinhlld Haerle, Organ.
anyone but high-jumpers, were set
up, and barbed wire strung along
them to prevent hand -vaulting or
sitting on them. But this idea
proved a boomerang and defeated
shortcutRushing rules for the fall season send to the Co-op a letter summon- its own purpose, for the
were released last week from the ing each girl who has received a tern simply went around either end,
office of Miss Helen Dimmick, bid.
and two paths grew where but
Dean of Women, for the obser5. In confidential and individual one had been before.
vance of San Jose State’s six sor- interviews the girls who have been
FOILED BY GARDNERS
orlUes. The rules follow:
sent for shall tell the Dean of
Then the gardners set to work
A. Rushing shall be held the Women what their first Choices
first quarter of each college year. are. If they receive bids from this placing sprinklers across the paths
B. A special bidding day shall first choice, they shall be told, and
of progress, and forced usor
be held in the spring quarter with shall not be told of any further
rather, the outsidersto ford the
the option of one party for each bids received by them.
6. All society groupings on bid- stream. One of the most popular
society.
ding day shall be held outside the avenues of traffic was even spaded
C. There shall be no wearing of main gate.
up, and required considerable time
pins until after the first rush party.
H. INITIATION.
1. There shall be no public initi- to become properly packed down
D. There shall be no rushing
ation.
again.
from beginning of Freshman exI. BREAKING OF RULES.
There is no doubt that these
aminations until first rush party.
1. Any society breaking the rules
(No society girl and non-society
of the council will be punished by Itrails are unesthetic, and something
girl may have any engagement off
one of the following penalties to should be done to remedy the evil. I
the campus during this week.)
be decided upon by the Council.
submit that the most patho-logical
E. Rushing shall begin on Thursa. Fines.
day of Registration week and shall
b. Denials of as many rush dates course would be to lay walks along
end by two weeks from that date.
as the Council decides.
their routes.
F. PARTIES.
J. CHAPERONES.
S
1. There shall be a maximum of
1. There shall be as a minimum
four (4) parties, one of which shall three
chaperones for formals and
Surprising, the number of perbe preference night.
two chaperones for informal sons who miss busses, I hardly ever
2. There shall be no men at any
Parties.
rush party, nor shall men escorts
2. There shall be at least one take the Monday morning bus up
to and from said party be allowed
faculty chaperone at any affair from Oakland without seeing someexcept as chaffeurs.
held at the home of a society mem- one sprinting gallantly along a side
3. One member of a society and
ber.
her man friend may attend a social
3. A program shall be made out street waving wildly, and often
function with one new student and
for chaperones and some one couple somebody runs us down in a taxi.
her friend, and this group shall not
shall sit out the dance in case the I did that once, myself, just after
constitute a rush party.
chaperones do not dance.
4. Invitations for a party may be
Christmas of last year. I had a
K. HOURS.
sent out at any time, but there
1. The hours of closing shall be job at the time, and chased the bus
shall be no oral invitations to prefat 12:00 o’clock on Friday and in a cab for forty blocks in order
erence night.
Saturday nights for lriformal par5. There shall be only scheduled ties, and 1:00 for formals except to get to work on time. That same
rush parties and luncheons held on school nights.
day the boss informed me I would
during rushing season.
L. THIS GROUP STANDS FOR: not be needed after the first of the
a A society is responsible for
1. No loud talking in the as- year.
any party other than a scheduled sembly.
party or luncheon which is given
2. No talking in the library.
by any inactive member, alumnus,
3. No sneaking books from the
LEONG TURNS BANDIT
or faculty member during rushing library.
How many of you clucks know
season, and to which non-society
4 Helping to promote all things
girls are invited. Penalty for non- which will uphold the honor of the that during the summer the clever
observance of this rule shall be college.
creator of the culture column
imposed by the Council.
M. The council.
6. There shall be no parties dur1. The Inter-society Council shall (Chas. Leong, for those who don’t
ing the fall, winter or spring quar- cornetist of two persons from each read the tripe), dropped the pen
ters under the name of a society to society.
for the sword, and played the part
which non-society members are in2. These persons shall be Viceof a bandit in the motion picture
vited unless there be present at President, and Inter-society repre"Without Regret", now current at
such function at least one girl from sentative.
3. Every term a list of the of- The Mission? He stands on the
every society.
7. Two society girls and one ficers and members of each society wind-swept steps of the sound
non -society girl off the campus shall be left in the Dean’s office.
N. EACH SOCIETY IS TO stage, looking as criminal as only
"Mall be considered a rush party.
HAVE ONE FACULTY AD- he can look. It was done against
G. Bidding.
VISER.
1. Preference night bids for
my wishes, however, and I tried to
0. HONORARY MEMBERS:
rushing shall be filed in sealed
1. All faculty members who are dissuade him from the project,
envelopes with the Dean of Women
asked to join as Honorary mem- when I first heard of it this spring,
In the morning twenty-four hours bers of a society, shall be bidden by appealing to his dignity.
After
by that society at the regular rushprevious to the bidding.
all, he’s the only existing specimen
ing
season
and
bidding
time.
2. No bids shall be sent out by
of a Chinese managing editor of a
mail or special delivery, nor shall
college paper, while anyone can be
they be given orally.
N OT I C E
3. No conversation shall be cara bandit. Besides, he steals all
Wanted: Two more members
ried on with girls who have rehis stuff anyway.
ceived bids until the bids shall have for the State college band. Inbeen answered.
struments and uniforms will be
4. Immediately after the bids furnished. Make your application
There is an absurd rumor curhave been filed with the Dean of
A. W. Otterstein.
rent on the campus that Randy
Women, the Dean of Women shall at once.
Palms

Glebe Prestos Ca. lae.

Caked&

RUSHING RULES

The Modern Version
Of The
Spider And The Fly
Being enclosed in a glass case
with a spider would be bad enough
for most humans, but for a fly
it’s just plain suicide. In fact, in
an intresting experiment in the
State College Science laboratory,
it was found that it took the
common Mr. Gold Banded garden
spider just 17 minutes to complete
his repast on the now deceased
housefly.
About 17 seconds time elapsed
from the time the fly was enclosed
in his death house, with the spider,
until the spider had Mr. Fly rolled
tightly into a small gaberdineweave web ball and had his napkin pinned on in preparation for the
banquet. This operation was performed in much the same way as a
human would keep a medicine ball
up in the air by rolling it off his
hands.
The actual eating of the fly took
much longer. It was found that a
little over 15 minutes elapsed before the now well -contented spider
was ready for the finger bowl.
During the time he was eating
the first fly, another fly was dropThe spider
ped into the cage.
dropped his first meal and rolled
up the second fly and then returned to his original dish.

NOTICES
We would like to have the following people meet at 12:30 today
In room 25: Donald Van Acker,
Vera Brenesell, Martha Black, Roberta Culbertson, Helen Carlson,
Karl Forden, Marian Faulds, Norma Fammatie, Don Graves, Lynn
Gion, Jack Gruber, Alice Grass,
Barbara Gruwell, Etta Green, Melvin Hickman, Ed Harper, John
Hoitorf, Bob Harris, Janis Hildebrant, Esther Hillman, George
KITer, Harold Kibby, Vernon Landon, Consuelo Lucid, Ed Mitchell,
George Nelson, Henry Nelson, Jean
Myers, Edith Norton, Gladys Neely, Frances Peterson, Walter Peterson, Thelma Price, George Quetln,
Myron Swezey, Phil Schaeffer,
Joe Salameda, Bedford Scott, Ann
Sanford, Marjorie Serb, Dorothy
Savor, Dorothy Tonleti, Norma
Talbert, Bob Stuart, Hal Wagner,
Claire Wehrestedt, Ruth Wright.
The Manager’s Club.

NOTEBOOK
NOTES
Just why the rally committee
decided to move the rooting secUou
to the east aide of the stadium
has not been explained. It seems
to me to be a rather dirty deal for
the boys and girls who make the
games possible. Every college gives
their students the pick of the
house, but we are to be located
with the Knothole Club, etc., and
the west side goes to the tired
business men.
Will the football teamSan Jose
State--be located on the east side
of the stadium? According to the
present arrangement, they almost
have to be. Unless the rally committee has seen to it that the team
and accompanying units are moved
to the east side, they are apt to
create hard feelings among the
home folk.
What about it, Bill?
.
Max Baer is on the receiving
end of plenty of criticism since
his last fight. Did he lay down’
Could he have picked the body oft
of the canvas? Did he cross up
his friends’
Baer told his handlers he was
going out and fight the ears off
of Joe Louis. He did to the tune
of $12,000 of their money. Jack
Dempsey let it be known that Baer
was going in and start fighting in
the first round. Some more money
took a dive.
New York fight followers are
about ready to admit the "Street"
got Baer. What this fellow would
like to know, which street? Wall
Street or Broadway? It has been
heard about in fight circles that
Baer sold out on the Braddock fight
because his managers got most of
his purse. It was Baer who is to
blame for the condition though.
Every time he was short of money,
he sold an interest in himself until
he had but one-third left.
How much money has Baer left
of his fighting career? From one
of his managers, I gathered he is
broke. Jack Dempsey got him to
invest in an annuity, which will
pay him $600 a month four years
hence, but outside of that, he is
broke. When he went back east
for the Braddock fight, he bor-

rowed money to buy a ticket.
Then to top that off, he tells the
press he has a ranch. If the ranch
is his father’s two acre affair, then
he has a ranch, otherwise none Is
Sophomore class meeting Thurs.
Oh, yes, he was going to
available.
day, room 24, 11 o’clock. Class
run 10,000 head of cattle on 200
election. All attend.
acres. Just another drug store
Will all junior high majors
please call Immediately In room
161 in the Education building to
pay dues (15 cents a quarter) and
be registered? (This includes those
who are getting special secondary
and
junior
high
combinations t
also). The first meeting will bet
Thursday, October 24th. Please
watch the paper for details.

The American Legion, Post 89,
will give its annual Armistice Day
Dance on Saturday evening November 9, 1935, at the Auditorium
Roller Rink. Tickets are $1.00 per
couple. Ten turkeys will be given
away as door prizes. Tickets may
be procured at Mr. Wiltberger’s
office in the science building or
at the Controller’s office in the
Union building.
--Fitts himself writes the column
which appears under his name. This
is patently nonsense, of course. because Randy Fitts is a llttle sawedoff shrimp, and would never dare
make the crack about me which
appeared in his column yesterday.

cowboy!
"And Sudden Death" has probably done more to bring home the
suffering auto accidents cause
than any other article written W
date on that theme. It makes one
stop and think. One thing is sure
something has to be done about the
inci nsing number of auto fatalRim To kill a man is bad enough
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time
A new wrinkle in radio
signals happened not so long ago
time
It is the custom to give the
"thru the courtesy of Bulova"
anand what have you, but one
rest
to
tune
the
nouncer changed
will
"When you hear the chime it
is on
be nine o’clock- -and this one
the house!"
What has Dr. Holliday got I
haven’t got?
-3
Lost: Will the person finding
billfold, with name Harry Regnae"
ton on It please turn it into the
Lost and Found. Reward.
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MURDOCK & BISHO

liEY BOOT ’EM barefoot
there, and that, friends,
Toyer
is not the well-known sandbonified Mcwich filler but the
Coy.
On account of how the kids in
find it very
good old Hawaii often
convenient to preambulate withhas come to
out aid of brogans. it
be sort of a native custom for the
lads to play their elementary football without benefit of pedal imse
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San Jose State’s slow but momentum gathering freshmen meet
the strong San Francisco Junior
College in a preliminary game to
the Spartan -McKinley grid classic
Saturday at 12:15 in the Spartan
stadium.
The newly organized Junior College boasts an all-star coaching
staff with Russel Sweet, former
Montana speedster as head coach;
"Dutch" ConIan, Lee Eisan and
Jack Gaddy, former Pacific Coast
stars as assistants.

pedimentia.
This practice has grown until
there are regular leagues in existance which culminate in interisland champioruihips.
Clad in little save a pair of
dungarees and a sweatshirt, your
mld-Pacific youth learns his football hard and early.

a.

- -...mm

STANWOOD CHUN
Tackle
BAREFOOT PUNTING is a
universal boyhood art among the
Kanakas like flying a kite or
shooting a slingshot over here In
They also kick-off and place
kick by the simple expedient of
turning up their toes and contacting the pigskin with the ball
of the foot.
All this, of course, leads to a
groundwork of fundamentals that
can hardly be equalled anywhere
In this land of the supposedly free.
The excellent records made by
Islanders
transplanted
in
the
States have tended to bear this
theory out.

OF COURSE THIS DOESN’T
mean that these McKinley boys
are going to come trotting into
Spartan stadium without any
shoes on.
When you plunk down three
thousand kopecks in the coin of
the realm for fancy silk panties
(Which accounts for all those
sporting goods stores we saw
In Honolulu) you aren’t going
to stop off without shoes if for no
other reason than to keep the
other guys from stepping on the
bunions.
But maybe, just to make things
Interesting and by way of being
hospitable, Dud ought to up and
have his boys shed their footwear
for a half at least

NOT THAT THE
"Minks"
won’t make things interesting
Shoes or no shoes.
The very unusualness of their
Personnel has caused them to be
ballyhooed as few teams have
ever been before in this
particular
neck of the woods.
They’ll be ’packing an awful
lot
Of build-up when
they swing out
to meet the
Spartans.
But we rather think
that they
Will, in a measure,
produce to the
extent of an
unorthodox offense
Which, win, lose,
or draw, is what
Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Fan will be
looking for.
FROM THE
FOREGOING it Is
evident that
Hawaiian football is
not a shadowy
counterpart of the
mainland variety.
That the sport
should exist at
all in the lethargy
producing climate is a
remarkable fact, but
that interest
in it should approach
the mania
stage is something of a
miracle.
Practically every
high school in
Honolulu has
an active alumni
team which
boasts enough clams
tO tangle
with Otto Klum’s
"Roaring
Rainbows" from the
University of
Hawaii.
Equal that In
these supposedly
football mad
United States.

HUN SING YOUNG
End

WING STERLING
Tackle

Korean, Chinese, and Anglo-Saxon Hawaiian they.

i"FRANNY" PURA LAID UP WITH TOUCH OF FLU
DuBose Goes Back To Guard, Abernathy Moves To Tackle; Spartans Show Fancy
Offense Against Frosh; Daily Rides Charley Horse; Will They Call The "Nil ties"?
Positive demonstration of the fact that San Jose’s attack will be open Saturday if the signal callers
choose to make it so, and the possible loss of "Frsuiny" Pura, sensational left halfback for the McKinley
game, were the highlights of last night’s practice as Coach DeGroot scrimmaged his forces against a
freshman eleven.
Pass plays of both the forward
and lateral variety as well as combinations of the two were effectively mixed with power on the
ground, indicating an extensive
repertoire in the Spartan play bag.
Pura, senior left halfback who
will be remembered for his remarkable 65 yard punt return
against Stanford, was suffering
SAN JOSE. ( \ LIFORNIA, THURSDAY. OCTOBER " 1935
from a slight attack of flu and
did not turn out for practice. If
the diminutive speedster can vanquish the germs In time, he will
undoubtedly be turned loose
against the "Micks."

Griclders Rest Tomorrow For
McKinley Circus Here Saturday
BY GIL BISHOP
ractiu1
p e:,
apairof psrcer-gimammeageps,
Culminating

SOCCER
withO
FUR MUST
impRovE FFENSE
OPENING

DeGroot will call a halt to hi:,
festivities and give the Spartan
varsity a rest Friday afternoon,
according to latest arrangement.
have
gridders
State
The
thrown orthodox football to the
winds during the past week and
have gone in for the Andy Kerr
style of the Warner system, with
laterals, double reverses, spinner
plays and fake formations hogging the practice limelight.
DeGroot’s scheduled lineup
points to the probability of speed
taking the place of the original
off-tackle and reverse attack that
has been featured by the wearers
of the blue and gold suits. The
backfield which is expected to anewer the referee’s whistle on Saturday will combine all of the slippery half-backs under one quartet
of ball -carriers.
THREE HALVES
The mentor of the San Jose
team has had three half-backs
running in the number one backfield, the three being Jim Stockdale, Francis Pura and Burt Watson, with Lea Carpenter holding
down the key blocking spot of the
foursome. Stockdale is still running
plays at the back or fullback position, but will probably see service
at the left half spot as well, with
the change putting Johnny Hines
in the fullback position.
The diminutive Frankle Souza
has been flashing consistently during the past several days, and the
former San Leandro prep sensation will get a chance to match his
speedy legs with those of the McKinleyites in Spartan Stadium.

Some anxiety is expressed by
Coach Charlie Walker in connection with the first conference soccer tilt, scheduled for this coming

"The backfield, at present, as
well as the line is very indefinite.
Unless the players fire up and
show more enthusiasm," Portal
stated, "It will be a very long
afternoon for the Spartan yearlings."
In a yearling backfield shakeup,
Birlem replaced "Ponderous Paul"
Akrop at the up-man position.
Merino, Favor, and Hilton are
fighting for the left half-back
post, with Hilton, just out of the
Health Cottage, having a slight
edge. Charley Boggs holds the
right half position with Nielson
and Bailey coming up fast. The
fullback spot is a toss-up between
Les Rios and Herm Zetterquist,
and only the next two practices
will decide who will be in the
starting position.

P. E. Majors: Don’t forget the
get together Sunday at Coach DeWitt Portal’s ranch. Meet at the
gym at 8 A. M. Pay your 25 cents
Aside from Pura and Captain to Miss Lavoi In the men’s gym.
Laughlin, who has not as yet been - able to don a suit because of a
kidney injury, the only other ailing
squad member was Bruce Daily,
giant junior tackle, who is. being
hampered by a troublesome charley horse in his left thigh. The
injury has not kept him out of
practice, but the big Los Gatos
boy is not as fully effective as he
might be with two good pins.

HALE BROS.

Saturday morning at 10 o’clock
With Daily in doubtful shape and
on the San Carlos street turf, when Glenn DuBose back at guard, Ray
starter
217
pound
the Spartans tangle with the Abernathy,
against Stanford, moved back to
powerful San Mateo Jaysee team.
tackle last night and replaced
NO OFFENSE
Harry Hardiman on the first string
The source of concern lies mainly
when that worthy individual was
in the lack of offensive punch, or
knocked colder than the proverbial
scoring ability of the Spartan forpickled herring in scrimmage.
ward wall, and this week’s practice
has centered mainly in ironing out week’s contest against the Stanthat difficulty. Coach Walker has ford Indians. Splendid support was
been experimenting with a num- lent by Pitcher, Hickman, and
ber of men for the three inside Bechir at the halfback spots, fullforward positions, alternating backs, Leclerque and Germano,
them in order to strike the most and goalie Edmonds, showed that
likely looking starting combin- the Spartan resistance was far
ation. Masson, Olivarri, York, Har- from passive.
ris, and Napote, all likely prospects, are competing for those still
unsettled positions with considerable fervor. Robinson and Doerr,
outsides, seem to be well in comAND
mand of those wing positions for
the time being at least.

Milkshake
Sandwich

It is apparent that the Spartans
will rely upon their defensive
power, which was manifest in last
Souza has been held down by his
small stature in previous games.
This Saturday should find the little
left half in his element against
the small island team, with the
specially designed DeGroot plays
putting him out in the open

Coach Portal is ready to meet
the all-star aggregation coach for
coach and team for team. Tony
Donadio, midget half-back from
the University of San Francisco,
is assisting Portal with the backfield duties. Donadio, weighing
only 135 pounds, is known as one
of the lightest men to ever play
college football.

20c
GARDEN CITY
CREAMERY
E.

SANTA

Barrel Knit

Sweater
1.95

"The Best is Always Served"

76

Everybody’s
"going around"
in a

CLARA

Thoy’ro perfect for Wear
at school or at the
games, because they’re
and
both comfortable
Lephyr
100"
smart.
wool
Second Flour
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Broadway Plays
Featured By Club
Irving Allen, Bertha Potts, and
Mildred Warburton wece elected
president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer respectively at a
meeting of Playreaders Tuesday
night.
Deciding on the reading of late
playsy as cnler
project of the year, the society
planned its program for the present season, Mr. WilTiam McCoard,
director of the organization, stated.
Those interested In trying out
for membership to Playreaders
should sign for an appointment
outside room 165. Tryouts will
be held from 4 to 6 tomorrow
In room 53.
Tryouts will consist of the
reading of two passages from
plays. One may be selected by
the applicant, while the other
will be designated by a committee faculty.

Tennis Nets Remain on
Courts For Week-Ends I
Beginning this weekend, the tennis nets will be up until 6 p.m.
Saturdays and from 8 to 5 on
Sundays, according to Dud DeGroot, head of the men’s physical
education department.

Miss Marie Curtis’ typing classes
are using the new Dvorak Typepacer, a device for helping the
students to acquire rhythm in typewriting. This will replace the CUBtomary phonograph. Mr. Dvorak is
now working on a simplified key-

c 1
Performs
Spider

De Mello Heads Rifle
Club for Current Term

,.Student BoclyWelcome
Assembly Held Today
,

I
i
’

Dr. H. A. Sotzin, head of the
Industrial Arts department, was
elected president of the California
Vocational Federation at a meeting of the State Council at the
California Polytechnic school in
San Francisco Saturday.
The Federation is composed of
trade and industrial teachers, industrial arts, agriculture, aviation,
rehabilitation, continuation, and
homemakng
Dr. Sotzin and Judson Aspinwall
attended the meeting as representatives of the Bay Section Vocational Federation of which Sotzin
is president. Aspinwall is the present treasurer and secretary of the
state federation.

’The Bull’ Bellows For
Laughs From Public
(Continued from page one)
that all wise-cracks contributed
must be about some phase of the
pigskin situation.
"Gosh all hemlock, no!" shout I
"The Bull" staff members in unison. "Anything funny is jake."
MORE HUMOR NEEDED
According to Miss Spangler, contributions have been coming in
steadily but not at a rate suffticent
to deluge the funny-book desk. It
Is hoped that a rapid rise in the
development of the wise-crack ’in
these hyar parts’ will soon manifest

,,

(Continued from Page one)
Introduced individually.
Following the assembly, the
1 band will parade the Hawaiian
team through town followed by the
,ntire student body. The line of
The king and queen
march will be on San Antonio to
of rhythm on their
Second street, down second to
gayesIdancing spree!
Santa Clara, on Santa Clara to
First, and down First to the Montgomery Hotel, were the McKinley
team will stay.
NO FROSH ORIENTATION
Senior orientation will be held
In the Morris Dailey. Following an
election, the meeting will be turned
over to an entertainment to which
FRED ASTAIIIE
all lower classmen are invited and
which will last until the general
k, GINGER ROGERS
assembly is called. There will be
no freshman orientation today,
according to Dean Charles God5
SONG Lyrics and music by
dard.
HITS
IRVIN&
An extensive sales campaign to
insure a tremendous crowd at the
BERLIN
game Saturday is being conducted
by the rally committee. A ten with Edward Everett Horton Helen
dollar prize is offered to the organBroderick Erik Rhodes Eric Blare
ization which sells the most tickDirected by MARK SANDRICH
ets, with a special chart in the
Pandro S. Berman Production
main corridor showing the progAlso
ress of sales

,

NOW SHOWING!

Says Jazz Vital To Modern Music
I
,
I
’
,

--

Drama Students
Fete NewMembers

-In honor of their new InPniben,
A radio message, originating in
San Jose Players will present SA.
Chicago and relayed by Norman iere’s "Les Precieuses
Ridicules at
State
Students in the Science depart- I Sma.ha from the San Jose
a private performance tonight at
desits
reached
8:30 in the Little Theater.
ment are industriously swatting campus station,
tination, Honolulu, just one day
"Les Precieuses Ridicules", which
flies without being encouraged in
i sooner than it started. The message will be directed by James
Clancy,
their carnpaign of sanitation. But
was sent from Chicago just after former State student, is
a farce
there are cobwebs in the Man- midnight on a Tuesday, and, due to
comedy of the seventeenth century.
ager’s office which no one is atthe diference in time, it was still After the performance new
niern.
tempting to destroy.
in
Monday when it was received
bers will be guests at a reception
A large brown and black spider
Honolulu.
in room 53.
with stripes of white is being careAnother message sent by Joe
Costumes for the French annedy
fully preserved and protected in
State
Jose
San
the
from
Jennings
are unusually colorful, according
a square glass cage. Its daily meals
Hastings,
for
intended
station, and
to Mr. Hugh Gillis of the Spetdi
are provided by the student’s fly
Nebraska, was picked up in Read- Arts department, and the
lines of
exterminating committee. Dr. P.
ing, Pennsylvania, relayed to Chic- the play are delightfully witty,
Victor Peterson, head of the
sent from their to Hastand
ago
The cast is as follows: La Grange
Natural Science department, spellgoing a total of about five Russell Azzara; Du Croisy,
ed out its scientific name as ings,
Frank
miles in order to reach Hamilton; Gorgibus, Ray
thousand
Metargiope Trifasciata, but said
Ruf ; Mar.
away.
otte, Myra Eaton; Madelon, Jean
in case we should make a mistake a town 2,000
In the spelling, the name banded
McCrae; Cathos, Mowitza Johnson;
garden spider would do for most
Maacarille. Harold Randle; and
common purposes.
Jodelet, Sam Taormina.
_
It Ls believed that the spider’s
ing held Tuesday in the basement
fame will soon spread, as are: I
John De Mello was elected pres- of the science building, according
porter from
San Jose Mecury 1
the rifle club at a meet- to Mr. George Cash, gunnery In.
Herald staff was seen to have been’ ident of
structor and adviser of the club.
observing the insect as a possible
Other officers elected were: Byron
1
subject for a feature story.
Lanphear, vice-president; and J.
board for beginning students.
I
thur Silve, secretary-treasurer.

Flys At Premium

Symphonic Guest Conductor
(Continued from page one)
with the Cross of the Chevalier of
the Legion of Honor for his services in behalf of Gallic music.
It is not enough for this temperamental Spaniard that he is pianist, harpsichordist, conductor, but
there is always more in music that
he wants to know.
So last season he took his first
lessons on the French horn from
a member of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony orchestra.
SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR
As a leader and guest conductor!
of many orchestras such as the
Rochester Philharmonic, Loa Angeles Philharmonic, and Hillisborough symphony, Iturbi felt his
need *of knowing the practical
points of all instruments.
"If I don’t know how to do it
myself, how can I be the boss?
How can I conduct ?" he would
cry.
Iturbi admires the tempo and
spirit of the United States. He
finds the musical public the most
responsive and intelligent in the
wcrld, and loves the generosity,
frankness, and friendliness of the
typical American.
Eventually, he ’says, he plans to

Wire
Speed Plus
Hawaii
In
Arrives
Before It Is Sent

FOR SCIENTISTS

DEFIES CLASSIC TRADITION

Heber Sotzin Elected
New Prexy Of C.V.F.
At Recent State Meet

Itself.

l’articular attention is being
given this quarter to the special
speech problems of a policemen
for the first time, since the police
and speech departments realized
that such a problem existed.
Miss Elizabeth Jenks, head of
the Speech department, is instructMg a class of 18 police students
in the proper words, tone inflection, and dramatic effect to be
desired in witness and suspect interrogation, mass rebellions, criminal investigation, and civic organization speeches.
"This training," the police department states, "is extremely
valuable to our students, so much
so that we hope to add it to the
required coures."

New Dvorak Type -pacer
Used By Typing Classes

Playreaders will present one publie reading a year, Mr. McCoard
said, in an effort to take a more
prominent part in Speech department activities.

"However," warned
DeGroot,
"this is strictly an experiment and
the continuance of it will depend
on the cooperation of the students."
The policy is under the auspices
of the men’s physical education department, and will be directed by
T. Erwin Blesh. Working under Mr.
Blesh will be student N.Y.A. workera who will be in attendance all
weekend, in order that students
and faculty members may sign up
for courts.

Cops Being Taught
S p e c i a 1 Problems
In Police Speech

settle down aril li,, here.
LIKES JAZZ
Iturbi likes jazz. When he first
came to this country, he did not
know a word of English. Left by
his manager in a hotel, he rang
for the waiter, and failing to make
him understand that he would
like some tea, he shrugged his
shoulders, sat down at the piano,
and playing "Tea for Two", got
what he wanted.
When someone suggested that
jazz was played out, that everyone
was desperately tired of four-four
time, that the "Rhapsody in Blue"
had and would have no successor,
he objected politely but vehemently.
Our jazz, to him, is still the
only new and really vital thing
In modern music, he says.
CONCERT PROGRAM
The San Jose State concert
series will also have the famous
Moscow Cathedral Choir on December 5, and the American baritone, Nelson Eddy, on May 12.
Tickets may be bought for the
series at the Co-op.
Student tickets sell for $2.50, and
the faculty may purchase any seat
in the house for $3.00.

c."
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Added Screen Scoop!
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THEATRE OF THE AIR
And
Exclusive pictures of
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Hester Market
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Broadway Plays
Featured By Club
Irving Allen, Bertha Potts, and
Mildred Warburton weite elected
president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer respectively at a
meeting of Playreaders Tuesday
Deciding on the reading of late
plays now on Broadway as chief
project of the year, the society ;
planned its program for the present season, Mr. William McCoard,
director of the organization, stated.
Those interested in trying out
for membership to Playreaders
should sign for an appointment
outside room 165. Tryouts will
be held from 4 to 6 tomorrow
In room 53.
Tryouts will consist of the
reading of two passages from
plays. One may be selected by
the applicant, while the other
will be designated by a committee faculty.
Playreaders will present one public reading a year, Mr. McCoard
said, in an effort to take a more
prominent part in Speech department activities.

Tennis Nets Remain on
Courts For Week -Ends
Beginning this weekend, the tennis nets will be up until 6 p.m.
Saturdays and from 8 to 5 on
Sundays, according to Dud DeGroot, head of the men’s physical
education department.
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Cops Being Taught
Special Problems
In Police Speech

Spider Performs
Flys At Premium

sooner than it started. The message
was sent from Chicago just after
midnight on a Tuesday, and, due to
the diference in time, it was still
Monday when it was received in
Honolulu.
Another message sent by Joe
Jennings from the San Jose State
station, and intended for Hastings,
Nebraska, was picked up in Reading, Pennsylvania, relayed to Chicago and sent from their to Hastings, going a total of about five
thousand miles in order to reach
a town 2,000 away.

New Dvorak Type -pacer
cgoamrdmenonsppiudrperosweso.uld
Used By Typing Classes

De Mello Heads Rifle
Club for Current Term I

It Is believed that the spider’s
rame will soon p
John De Mello was elected presporter from the San Jose Mecury
of the rifle club at a meetHerald staff was seen to have been ident
observing the insect as a possible
subject for a feature story.

Miss Marie Curtis’ typing classes
are using the new Dvorak Typepacer, a device for helping
the
students to acquire rhythm in typewriting. This will replace the CUBI
tomary phonograph. Mr. Dvorak is
now working on a simplified key- I board for beginning students.
.

DEFIES CLASSIC TRADITION

Says Jazz Vital To Modern Music

;

’

itself.

(Continued from Page One)
introduced individually.
Following the assembly, the
band will parade the Hawaiian
team through town followed by the
entire student body. The line of
march will be on San Antonio to
Second street, down second to
Santa Clara, on Santa Clara to
First, and down First to the Montgomery Hotel, were the McKinley
team will stay.
NO FROSH ORIENTATION
Senior orientation will be held
in the Morris Dailey. Following an
election, the meeting will be turned
over to an entertainment to which
all lower classmen are invited and
which will last until the general
assembly is called. There will be
no freshman orientation today,
according to Dean Charles Goddard.
An extensive sales campaign to
insure a tremendous crowd at the
game Saturday is being conducted
by the rally committee. A ten
dollar prize is offered to the organization which sells the most tickets, with a special chart in the
main corridor showing the progress of sales
-

OSWALD’S
(Next t. American Theatre)

HOME MADE CANDIES
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

25c - Luncheons- 25c

In honor of their new members,
San Jose Players will present Mob
iere’s "Les Precieuses Ridicules" at
a private performance tonight at
8:30 in the Little Theater.
"Les Precieuses Ridicules", which
will be directed by James Clancy,
former State student, is a farce
comedy of the seventeenth century
After the performance new inns.
berm will be guests at a remarks
in room 53.
Costumes for the French comedy
are unusually colorful, according
to Mr. Hugh Gillis of the Speech
Arts department, and the lines of
the play are delightfully witty,
The cast is as follows: La Grange
Russell Azzara; Du Croisy, Frank
Hamilton; Gorgibus, Ray Rut;
otte, Myra Eaton; Madelon, Jean
MeCrae; Cathos Mowitza Johnson
Mascarille, Harold Randle; and
Jodelet, Sam Taormina,
ing held Tuesday in the basement
of the science building, according
to Mr. George Cash, gunnery Is.
atructor and adviser of the club
Other officers elected were: Byron
Lanphear, vice-president; and Ar
thur Mae, secretary-treasurer.

Student BodyWelcome
Assembly Held Today

Symphonic Guest Conductor

Heber Sotzin Elected
New Prexy Of C.V.F.
At Recent State Meet

’
(Continued from page one)
that all wise-cracks contributed I
must be about some phase of the
pigskin situation.
"Gosh all hemlock, no!" shout
"The Bull" staff members in unison. "Anything funny is Jake."
MORE HUMOR NEEDED
According to Mims Spangler, contributions have been coming in
steadily but not at a rate auffilcent
to deluge the funny-book desk. It
is hoped that a rapid rise in the
development of the wise -crack ’in
these hyar parts’ will soon manifest

Drama Students
FeteNewMembers

A radio message, originating in
Chicago and relayed by Norman
Smaha from the San Jose State
campus station, reached its destination, Honolulu, just one day

Particular attention is being
given this quarter to the special
speech problems of a policemen
Students in the Science departfor the first time, since the police
ment are industriously swatting
and speech departments realized
flies without being encouraged in
that such a problem existed.
Miss Elizabeth Jenks, head of their campaign of sanitation. But
the Speech department, is instruct- there are cobwebs in the Maning a class of 18 ponce students ager’s office which no one is atin the proper words, tone inflec- tempting to destroy.
tion, and dramatic effect to be
A large brown and black spider
desired in witness and suspect in- I with stripes of white is being careterrogation, mass rebellions, crim- fully preserved and protected in
Mal investigation, and civic organ- a square glass cage. Its daily meals
ization speeches.
are provided by the student’s fly
"This training," the police de- exterminating committee. Dr. P.
partment states, "is extremely Victor Peterson, head of the
valuable to our students, so much Natural Science department, spell.
so that we hope to add it to the led out its scientific name as
required coures."
Metargiope Trifasciata, but said
in case we should make a mistake
in the spelling, the name banded
do for most

(Continued from page one)
settle down and live here.
I
with the Cross of the Chevalier of
LIKES JAZZ
the Legion of Honor for his seraIturbi likes jazz. When he first
ices in behalf of Gallic music,
came to this country, he did not
It is not enough for this temper- know a word of English. Left by I
amental Spaniard that he is plan- his manager in a hotel, he rang ’
1st, harpsichordist, conductor, but for the waiter, and failing to make
there is always more in music that him understand that he would
he wants to know.
I like some tea, he shrugged his
So last season he took his first 1 shoulders, sat down at the Mann I
i
lessons on the French horn from and playing "Tea for Two", got
’
1 a member of the New York Phil- what he wanted.
I
lharmonic-Symphony orchestra.
When someone suggested that !
;
,
SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR
JAZZ was played out, that everyone ,
As a leader and guest .conductor was desperately tired of four-four I
of many orchestras such as the time, that the "Rhapsody in Blue"
Rochester Philharmonic, Loa An- had and would have no successor,
geles Philharmonic, and Hilliabor- he objected politely but vehemough symphony, Iturbi felt his ently.
need ’of knowing the practical
Our jazz, to him, is still the
points of all instruments.
only new and really vital thing
Dr. H. A. Sotzin, head of the
"If I don’t know how to do it In modern music,
he says.
Industrial Arts department, was
myself, how can I be the boss?
CONCERT PROGRAM
elected president of the California
How can I conduct?" he would
The San Jose State concert
Vocational Federation at a meetseries will also have the famous
ing of the State Council at the cry.
Iturbi admires the tempo and Moscow Cathedral Choir on DeCalifornia Polytechnic school in
spirit of the United States. He cember 5, and the American bariSan Francisco Saturday.
finds the musical public the most tone, Nelson Eddy, on May 12.
The Federation is composed of
responsive and intelligent in the
Tickets may be bought for the
trade and industrial teachers, industrial arts, agriculture, aviation, world, and loves the generosity, series at the Co-op.
Student tickets sell for $2.50, and
rehabilitation, continuation, and frankness, and friendliness of the
typical American;
the faculty may purchase any seat
homemakng
Eventually, he says, he plans to , in the house for $3.00.
Dr. Sotzin and Judson Aspinwall

’The Bull’ Bellows For
Laughs From Public

1935

Wire
Speed Plus
Arrives In Hawaii
Before It Is Sent

FOR SCIENTISTS

"However,"
warned DeGroot,
"this is strictly an experiment and
the continuance of it will depend
on the cooperation of the students."
The policy is under the auspices
of the men’s physical education department, and will be directed by
T. Erwin Blesh. Working under Mr.
Blesh will be student N.Y.A. workera, who will be in attendance all
weekend, in order that students
and faculty members may sign up
for courts.

attended the meeting as representatives of the Bay Section Vocational Federation of which Sotzin
is president. Aspinwall is the present treasurer and secretary of the
state federation.
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NOW SHOWING!
The king and queen
of rhythm on their
gayest dancing spree!
4:74
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Added Screen Scoop!
MAJOR BOWES’ AMATEUR
THEATRE OF THE AIR
- And
Exclusive pictures of
DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
GOING ON TWO YEARS
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Fifth and Santa Clara Streets
Open Daily Till Midnight

Shj

Witha
’

FINE FOODS -LOWEST PRICES -EVERY DAY

FRANCO’S NO. 1

VOLE)!

FRANCO’S NO. 2
Thirteenth and Washington Sts.
Open Daily 7:30 to 7:30

1

FRANCO’S NO. 31
’pram

Hester Market
D AILY / A.

M. TO 10.10

r it

GREEN STAMPS

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE FRANCO’S FIFTH STREET MARKET
OPEN EVENINGS, SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS TILL MIDNIGHT
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